T his paper presents a novel, real-time stabilization system that uses Kalman filters to remove short-term image fluctuations with retained smooth gross movements. The global camera motion is defined in terms of constant acceleration motion and constant velocity motion models, and Kalman filtering is employed to facilitate smooth operation. It is shown that the process noise variance has a direct effect on stabilization performance, and that it is possible to implement an efficient and robust stabilization system by adaptively changing the process noise variance value according to long-term camera motion dynamics.
Introduction
Image sequence stabilization is the task of removing irregular global motion effects (jitter), so as to obtain a compensated image sequence [1] . The image stabilization system needs to eliminate global motion irregularities to have the processed sequence display desired smooth global movements only. However, it is important that the stabilization system preserves deliberate, long-term global camera movements, such as pan, to maintain image content.
Image stabilizers are being integrated into home cameras to remove high-frequency jitter caused by unsteadiness of the operator. Stabilization is also employed in the field of remote robot operation to provide the system or remote operator with a smoothened image sequence, which is free of oscillatory motion components [2] . Furthermore, with recent advances in wireless technology, stabilization systems are being explored for the possibility of efficient integration into wireless video communications equipment for the stabilization of sequences acquired by the terminal cameras, before transmission [3] .
The task of an image stabilization system can be divided into two separate parts: the global motion estimation system and the motion correction system. The motion estimation system aims to predict interframe global motion vectors, that are forwarded to the motion correction system. The motion correction system is responsible for two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) stabilization of the image sequences, according to the global motion model or objective.
A review and brief comparison of global motion estimation techniques used for image sequence stabilization follows.
In [4] , global motion estimation using local motion vectors of subimages obtained by block-matching has been presented. Motion estimation based on edge pattern matching has been demonstrated in [5] . An iterative, multiresolution motion estimation scheme that estimates affine motion parameters between levels of the Laplacian pyramid has been described in [6] . A multiresolution feature-based motion estimation system has been presented in [7] . Fast motion estimation based on bit-plane and gray-coded bit-plane matching has been demonstrated in [8] and [9] , respectively. A robust approach for phase correlation-based global motion estimation has been demonstrated in [10] .
While full-search block-matching of subimages provides the most accurate results, the computational load is rather high. Edge pattern matching and multiresolution techniques reduce the computational load but at the expense of accuracy or complexity. Bit-plane and graycoded bit-plane matching has been proposed to reduce the computational cost without great sacrifice of accuracy. Results show that gray-coded bit-plane matching is superior to plain bit-plane matching in terms of accuracy, and thus gray-coded bit-plane matching is a good choice for fast and reasonably accurate global motion estimation. Phase correlationbased motion estimation as described in [10] has the advantage of being comparatively resistant to local motion, but is unsuited for real-time applications due to the high amount of computation. For feature matching on the other hand, it has been required to pre-determine a dominant feature, such as the horizon line, for robust operation, not quite suitable for the implementation of a common algorithm for arbitrary image sequences.
3D motion estimation techniques have been proposed, such as motion estimation by tracking visual cues with rotational motion parameters estimated through the Kalman filtering, as has been described in [11] . The utilization of rotational image flow has been presented in [12] .
3D stabilization systems are mainly aimed at removing [11, 12] or smoothing [13] the rotational component of the estimated global motion. 2D stabilization is concentrated in the translational motion component. Although it is possible to achieve full stabilization by removing all of the detected global motion from image sequences, this may result in the loss of image content, particularly if the sequence contains substantial intentional camera movement.
For stabilization of translational fluctuations, image frames are spatially displaced inversely to jitter, so as to cancel jitter effects. The appropriate translation amount of each frame for stabilization is referred to as the correction vector. If image frames are translated in such a way as to preserve long-term global displacements, while removing short-term fluctuations, it is possible to achieve precise stabilization with preserved gross camera movements. The task of the correction system is thus to obtain appropriate correction vectors for image frames so as to provide the means for stabilization.
Two main techniques have been proposed, so far, for the stabilization of translational fluctuations: motion vector integration (MVI) [3, 4, 8] and DFT filtered frame position smoothing (DFT-FPS) [10] . Motion vector integration constitutes a first-order low-pass infinite impulse response (IIR) filter that integrates differential interframe motion vectors to smoothen the global movement trajectory by simple real-time operation. However, the smoothened movement trajectory is delayed with respect to the actual gross camera displacements, due to the integrator operation, imposing larger frame shifts than actually required for stabilization [14] . Furthermore, the MVI system is likely to reach the limit of permitted frame shifts rather fast if deliberate camera movements are contained in the sequence, in which case stabilization performance is degraded to keep the image content within the visible frame. DFT-FPS is based on low-pass filtering of absolute frame positions to have the resultant sequence display a smooth resultant gross movement. DFT-FPS has shown to achieve successful stabilization with optimally preserved gross camera movements, thus resulting in lowest frame shifts possible for stabilization. An important drawback of the DFT-FPS technique, however, is that it requires off-line processing and therefore is not suited for real-time applications. Although it is possible to employ finite impulse response or infinite impulse response low-pass filters for frame position smoothing, as an alternative to DFT filtering, in both cases filtering delays are encountered, and the stabilization system cannot be operated in real time.
This paper presents a novel, real-time stabilization system that uses Kalman filters to remove short-term image fluctuations with retained smooth gross movements. The global camera motion is defined by constant 318 S. ERTUº RK acceleration motion and constant velocity motion models, and the Kalman filtering is employed to facilitate smooth operation. Thus, the paper is aimed at the motion correction part of the image stabilization system with no intention to improve on the motion estimation systems that have been proposed. Practically, it is possible to use either global motion estimation method in conjunction with the proposed correction system. It is useful to note that full-search blockmatching has been used for the sequences presented in the results throughout this paper to ensure optimal motion estimation accuracy for presentation of stabilization performance.
Image Sequence Stabilization
As noted, image sequence stabilization for translational jitter is accomplished by shifting each image frame by an appropriate amount, namely the correction vector, so as to bring frames into correct positions, thus having the processed sequence displaying only requisite gross camera movements.
Motion vector integration yields correction vectors, by integration of the differential global motion vectors of the image sequence. Thus, the correction vector for frame n is obtained as
The interframe differential motion vectors obtained in the motion estimation process are shown by V act (n). The damping factor k determines the integrator response: a high damping factor results in the motion vectors being damped strongly achieving extensive stabilization; however, at the same time removing some of the gross displacement component. For lower damping factors, more of the gross displacement is preserved by reduced stabilization intensity. In practice, a damping factor in the range of 0.995 can be employed if no deliberate camera motion is contained in the sequence, while values in the range 0.9 are needed for stabilization of sequences with gross camera displacements.
Frame position smoothing obtains correction vectors by low-pass filtering absolute frame positions, obtained by the accumulation of differential motion vectors. Computed global interframe motion vectors are thus accumulated to yield an absolute frame position vs. frame number signal, say X act (n). This signal is low-pass filtered to remove high-frequency components resulting from jitter, and retain low-frequency parts representing deliberate camera displacements. Referring as X lpf (n) the low-pass filtered absolute frame position, this gives the absolute position each frame should be brought into with respect to the first frame, in order to have the sequence display desired global motions only. Therefore, for frame position smoothed stabilization, the correction vector for frame n can be obtained in the form of V cor ðnÞ ¼ X lpf ðnÞ À X act ðnÞ ð 2Þ
Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter provides an estimate to the state of a discrete-time process defined in the form of a linear dynamical system [15] : x(t+1)=F Â x(t)+w(t), with process noise w(t). The Kalman filter operates using observations of all or some of the state variables, defined by the observation system y(t)=H Â x(t)+v(t), where v(t) represents measurement noise. Process and measurement noise are assumed to be independent of each other, white, having normal probability distributions: wBN(0,Q) and vBN(0,R).
The state and observation equations are constructed to define the process and relate the corresponding measurements, and the noise variances are set according to process and measurement noise characteristics. Then, the model can be simply plugged into a generic form of the Kalman filter [15] , which carries out the resulting algebra to obtain a state estimate for any instance.
The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control: first the process state is estimated using previous state variables and the defined linear system equations, then a feedback is obtained from the measurements. Therefore, the operation of the Kalman filter can be divided into two parts: the prediction stage (time update equations) and the correction stage (measurement update equations). The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state and error covariance estimates to obtain the a priori state estimates. The measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback, by incorporating a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain an improved (tuned) a posteriori estimate.
Prediction is accomplished byx
is the a priori state estimate for frame n+1 (next state) andx x n is the a posteriori state estimate for frame n (current state). The estimate error covariance is P n ¼ E½ðx n Àx x n Þðx n Àx x n Þ T . At the prediction stage, the a priori estimate error covariance for frame n+1 is obtained from P À nþ1 ¼ FP n F T þ Q, where P n is the a posteriori estimate error covariance for frame n.
In the correction stage, the gain matrix
is computed and the a posteriori state estimatex x n ¼x x À n þ K n ðy n À Hx x À n Þ is obtained. The a posteriori estimate error covariance is computed from P n ¼ ðI À K n HÞP À n . After each time and measurement update pair, the process is repeated with the previous a posteriori estimates used to project, i.e. predict the new a priori estimates. Thus, the Kalman filter recursively conditions the current estimate on all of the past measurements. This recursive nature of the Kalman filter makes practical real-time implementations feasible.
The Kalman filtering has been employed in various fields of image processing such as video restoration [16] . In case the process to be estimated, or the measurement relationship to the process is nonlinear, a Kalman filter that linearizes about the current mean and covariance, referred to as the extended Kalman filter can be employed. For example, the use of an extended Kalman filter for the real-time estimation of long-term 3D motion parameters for model-based coding has been presented in [17] . The use of an extended Kalman filter for object tracking has been presented in [18] .
For the Kalman filter-based image stabilization system, presented in this paper, linear global camera motion models are used, and the observations are also linearly related to the process state. Therefore, the standard Kalman filter system has been employed for the stabilization system.
Global Motion Models
To ascertain smooth global frame displacements for the processed image sequence, it is proposed to model the global motion dynamics of the camera either with constant acceleration state equations (parabolic displacement model) or with constant velocity state equations (linear displacement model) for stabilization.
Constant acceleration motion model (CAMM)
The global motion vector computed for a specific frame of an image sequence presents the change in spatial position of the frame with respect to the previous frame. Conceptually, the global motion contained in an image sequence reflects the motion of the camera. As image frames are uniformly spaced in time (e.g. 25 frames/s for European, 30 frames/s for US systems), the global motion vector of each individual image frame can be accepted to correspond to instantaneous camera velocity.
For the state equations of the constant acceleration global motion model, the horizontal velocity v x of any frame is taken equal to the horizontal velocity of the previous frame plus the horizontal acceleration a x in the unity time interval. Similarly, the vertical velocity v y is taken to be equal to the vertical velocity of the previous frame plus the vertical acceleration a y in the unity time interval. Note that, the time factor can be included in the acceleration values. Thus, the state transition equations for the CAMM model are formulated as For each image frame, the interframe differential motion vector is computed in the motion estimation stage. Taking the horizontal (mv x ) and vertical (mv y ) motion vector components as the horizontal and vertical instantaneous camera velocities, respectively, the observation equations of the CAMM model are obtained as Having constructed the state-transition and observation equations, the process and measurement noise variances are to be determined, after which the model can be plugged into the generic Kalman filter equations to obtain a real-time estimate for the state variables, in the mean square error sense.
Note that the constant acceleration global motion model directly smoothens the interframe differential motion vectors, that have been assigned as camera velocity. As interframe differential motion vectors are smoothened, the resultant Kalman filtered velocity values give the stabilized position of the current frame 320 S. ERTUº RK with respect to the previous one. However, each previous frame needs to be displaced already by its own correction vector for stabilization. Therefore for stabilization with the CAMM model, each frame is to be shifted spatially by the difference of the Kalman-filtered value and the original value of its motion vector plus the correction vector of the previous frame. The correction vector of the constant acceleration model for any frame is therefore found to be
Alternatively, it is possible to keep track of actual and Kalman-filtered frame positions independently, by accumulation of the corresponding velocities, and obtain the correction vector from the difference of original and stabilized frame positions.
Constant velocity motion model (CVMM)
The absolute frame position of an image frame with respect to the first frame can be obtained by the accumulation of differential motion vectors. By definition, the absolute position of any frame is equal to the absolute position of the previous frame plus the computed interframe differential motion vector. Furthermore, absolute frame positions can be assigned to correspond to the instantaneous camera position, just as assigning interframe motion vectors to the instantaneous camera velocity.
The position of the first frame of the sequence is set to zero absolute displacement, for reference. For the state equations of the constant velocity global motion model, the horizontal position x x of any frame is taken to be equal to the horizontal position of the previous frame plus the horizontal velocity v x . The same is valid for the vertical direction. Note that in this case the time factor is assumed to be included in the velocity values. Thus, the state transition equations for the CVMM model can be expressed in the form of There are two ways to construct the observation system: either the system can be constructed to observe interframe motion vectors that are assigned as velocity, or the system can be implemented to observe absolute frame position values that are obtained for each frame by the accumulation of former motion vectors. In order to use the same equation system for both motion models, the observation equations for the CVMM model are constructed to employ absolute frame positions, and thus the observation equations are obtained as mx
Having constructed the state-transition and observation equations, the process and measurement noise variances are to be determined, after which the model can be plugged into the generic Kalman filter equations to obtain a real-time estimate for the state variables, in the mean square error sense. Note that the constant velocity global motion model directly smoothens the absolute frame displacements, which are assigned as camera positions.
As the constant velocity global motion model directly smoothens absolute global frame positions, the Kalmanfiltered displacements produce directly the desired position for any frame with respect to the first reference frame that has been used as reference. Thus, the correction vector for any frame is directly found to be the difference between the Kalman-filtered frame position and the actual frame position:
V cor ðnÞ ¼ X Klm ðnÞ À X act ðnÞ ð 8Þ
Note the similarity to DFT-FPS.
Experimental Results
This section presents experimental results obtained from various video sequences with different motion characteristics. Stabilizer performance is assessed according to the smoothness of the resultant global motion compared to the original sequence and the gross movement preservation capability. As still images are not very suitable to present visual results for sequences, original and stabilized sequence samples are made available in the form of MPEG movies at http://sarperturk.cjb.net/ stabilization.html.
Kalman-filtered stabilization results are comparatively evaluated for the CAMM and CVMM global REAL-TIME DIGITAL IMAGE STABILIZATIONmotion models according to the success in the removal of jitter and preservation of gross camera movements.
Operation of the Kalman filter has shown to be directly dependent on the system noise parameters, namely the process noise variance Q and the measurement variance R. The process noise variance has shown to condition the adaptability of the Kalman filter to changes in the direction (or speed) of intentional camera motion: a very small value restrains the Kalman filter to constant acceleration or velocity in which case intentional movements may not be tracked accurately if the motion dynamics change; while a very large value may cause the Kalman filter follow motions that actually need to be removed. The measurement noise variance on the other hand, has shown to determine how close the Kalman filter tracks the observations: a very large value results in losing track of intentional camera movements as the Kalman filter is 'slow' to believe the measurements, while a very small value causes inappropriate stabilization as the Kalman filter follows fluctuations because it is 'very quick' to believe the measurements. For instance, for home camera applications and wireless video communications the motion dynamics are such that changes in the direction and speed of camera motions are likely and jitter is mainly of high frequency compared to intentional movements. Therefore, the process noise cannot be restricted to very low values to ensure that the Kalman filter can adjust to changes in the motion dynamics, and the measurement noise variance has to be set to a moderate value that will ensure that appropriate stabilization is performed, and at the same time intentional camera movements are followed closely. Figure 1 shows a sample frame of a motorcycle sequence, captured from a recording taken from a domestic VHS camcorder mounted rigidly to one side of the rear carrier of a moving motorcycle, aiming forward past the rider. The sequence was passed through a timebase corrector, which reduces intrafield jitter without affecting global interfield jitter. In the particular section captured, the rider is coming out of a left bend and approaching a right bend, so the image content carries translational movements, and rotation as well as the 'zoom' effect on passing scenery. The absolute frame displacements, shown in Figure 2 , obtained by the accumulation of computed 'raw' interframe motion vectors, display the global motion characteristics of the bike sequence. Relatively high-frequency jitter is encountered, mainly in the vertical direction, mostly caused by camera instability. The horizontal motion dynamics change according to the road structure, while in the vertical a rather weak gross movement is observed resulting from the passing scenery effect.
The standard deviation () of absolute frame positions from the smooth gross movement trajectory is quite low, with about two pixels for the horizontal and three pixels for the vertical direction. Therefore, ideally, the measurement error variance R (= 2 ) would be set to a value in the range of 5-10 for the best Kalman filter performance for this specific sequence. As, in practice, standard deviation of jitter might be larger, the utilization of a larger measurement noise variance in the range R B100 (corresponding to a jitter standard 
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For a process noise variance of greater or equal to unity, the Kalman filter cannot provide appropriate smoothing, therefore a value of less than unity is in order. As there is a variation in the dynamics of horizontal displacements due to road conditions, an extremely low noise variance is expected to degrade the gross motion tracking capability. Yet it is helpful to investigate this case, and therefore results for the Kalman filter performance with a relatively low process noise variance of Q=0.0001 are presented first.
Note that, for all of the results presented, the initial state of the CAMM and CVMM processes is set to zero, i.e.x x À 0 ¼ 0, and the starting estimate error covariance is set to unity, i.e. P À 0 ¼ 1. The zero initial state condition enables the Kalman filter to adapt to the motion characteristics of the sequence without any initial bias, while the selection of the starting estimate error covariance value is rather conventional: theoretically any value different than zero will enable the Kalman filter to converge. Figure 3 shows the resultant absolute frame positions for the bike sequence stabilized with the Kalman filter using the constant acceleration motion model (CAMM) and the constant velocity motion model (CVMM). For both global motion models a rather high measurement noise variance of R=100, and a low process noise variance of Q=0.0001 has been employed, in this case. The stabilized sequence displacements show a step-wise structure, resulting from the correction vectors being rounded to the nearest integer to facilitate full-pixel frame shifts only, so as to avoid interpolation blur. In both cases, the Kalman filter output provides a smooth resultant motion trajectory. However, because of the relatively low process noise variance, the Kalman filter is in both cases late to react to changes in the dynamics of horizontal displacements. It is seen that the constant velocity motion model is faster to adjust to the new dynamics, and correction vectors of maximum 17 pixels are encountered for the CVMM stabilizer. The constant acceleration model is clearly slower to react to the changes, and correction vectors of up to 25 pixels are encountered in this case for the CAMM stabilizer. In the vertical direction both motion models, CVMM and CAMM, provide smooth resultant global motion trajectories, tracking the original gross displacements, as there is no major change in vertical motion dynamics.
In order to enable the Kalman filter to react faster to changes in motion dynamics, the process noise variance has to be increased. A process noise variance of Q=0.1 is a reasonable value to provide the means for the Kalman filter to quickly adjust to changes in motion dynamics, and at the same time smoothen highfrequency jitter. Figure 4 shows the resultant absolute frame positions for the bike sequence stabilized using CAMM and CVMM global camera motion models, with measurement and process noise variances of R=100 and Q=0.1, respectively. Because flexibility is now granted to the Kalman filters, the CAMM and the CVMM results almost overlap. It is seen that both models quickly adjust to changes in the dynamics of horizontal motion, while successfully stabilizing high-frequency jitter. However, the Kalman filters also track gross movements in the vertical direction closer, causing the resultant motion trajectory to follow shortduration tides. A sample frame from a typical off-road sequence, that was captured by a camera on a moving off-road vehicle, pointing towards another vehicle navigating parallel to the camera is shown in Figure 5 (source: www.cfar umd.edu/Bsirohey/ZD.html). In this sequence, a continuous horizontal pan is attained by the motion of the vehicle carrying the camera, while short-duration rise and falls occur in the vertical direction due to the surface structure.
Absolute frame displacements for the unprocessed road sequence are shown in Figure 6 . The steady increase in horizontal displacements indicates the continuous pan due to vehicle motion. The changes in the slope of horizontal displacements at about frame 40 and again at about frame 60 reveal slight changes in the vehicle speed at these points. Irregular absolute displacements in the vertical direction expose the uneven surface structure, on which the vehicle with the camera has been navigating.
Absolute frame positions for the road sequence, stabilized using the CAMM and CVMM models for the Kalman filter with process noise variances Q=0.1 and Q=0.0001 are shown in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively. It is clearly seen that the motion models closely track the changes in gross motion dynamics for the larger noise variance value; however, stabilized sequences are also allowed to follow the roughness of the road structure in vertical direction. For the lower noise variance case, vertical fluctuations are better smoothened, particularly after the Kalman filter converges, however, the system is now late to adapt to changes in horizontal motion dynamics. The horizontal frame positions for the sequence stabilized according to the CVMM model trail behind the actual gross displacements, while the horizontal frame positions for the sequence stabilized according to the CAMM model exceed the actual gross displacement values. 
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Results for the bike and road sequences demonstrate that a relatively low process noise variance, in the range QB0.0001, provides expanded stabilization for shortterm fluctuations as it restrains the Kalman filter to stable operation, but prevents the system to adapt to changes in camera motion dynamics. Therefore, in cases where camera motion is subject to show major changes in motion dynamics, a larger noise variance in the range QB0.1 is needed to facilitate the Kalman filter to keep up with gross motion.
The third test sequence comprises a section of archive film, featuring Southwold in Suffolk, ca. 1937, (Courtesy David Cleveland of East Anglian Film Archive). A sample frame from the Suffolk sequence is shown in Figure 9 . In this particular sequence, the camera pans slowly left to right, operated by a person holding the camera. The material was converted from original 16 into 25 frame/s by optical averaging, before stabilization and motion vector estimation. Both horizontal and vertical image fluctuations are encountered in the sequence, resulting from operator instability.
Absolute frame positions for the original and stabilized versions of the Suffolk sequence, with low process noise variance Kalman filter models, are given in Figure 10 . It is clearly seen that the constant velocity motion model outperforms the constant acceleration mode, in both directions.
As a result, low process noise variance is found to provide better stabilization performance, however, gross movement tracking capabilities are reduced. Assuming that intentional camera movements are usually carried out in the horizontal direction and not the vertical, it is possible to employ separate noise characteristics for the stabilization of horizontal and vertical motion components. A larger process noise variance, in the range QB0.1, can be used for the horizontal motion component to ensure that changes in motion dynamics are tracked closely, at the same time removing highfrequency jitter. A small process noise variance, in the range QB0.0001, can be used for the vertical motion component to enable high-intensity stabilization so as to remove short-term fluctuations. However, it is not possible to speak of a robust system in this case, as stabilization performance is constrained to certain motion dynamics.
It is possible to provide the operator the choice of stabilization intensity: high/moderate/low stabilization through a switch or a menu according to the application. In which case the process noise variance will be set according to the choice of the operator.
Alternatively, it is possible to change the process noise variance automatically during filter operation in order to adjust to different dynamics. Employing a small process noise variance as default for improved stabilization, and increasing the noise variance value if changes in long-term motion dynamics are detected, enables a robust, adaptive stabilization process. This can for instance be accomplished by tracking the differences between the Kalman-filtered signal and the original values (i.e. the correction vector size), to change the process noise variance if the difference steadily increases towards the limit of permitted frame shifts.
It has been demonstrated that the CVMM model is much more appropriate for the stabilization system, particularly for low process noise variance operation. Therefore, for adaptive Kalman-filtered stabilization it is preferable to employ the constant velocity motion model with default low process noise variance, that is increased if changes in gross motion dynamics are detected. Figure 11 shows the horizontal component of absolute frame displacements for the bike sequence, with the process noise value changed during operation. In this example, a process noise variance of Q=0.0001 
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S. ERTUº RK has been employed in general. But only at frame 30, that more or less corresponds to the point where motion dynamics change, the process noise variance is increased to Q=0.1 for a single-frame duration (d=1) or a duration of two frames (d=2), and afterwards reduced straight back to the Q=0.0001 value again. Comparing to the absolute displacement values given in Figure 3 , it is seen that the adaptability to changes in motion dynamics is considerably improved, by increasing the process noise variance during a short duration only. Clearly, the adaptability to changes in motion dynamics is delayed compared to using a high process noise throughout the process, as seen if compared to Figure 4 , a price that has to be paid for improved stabilization.
Although it is possible to expand the duration at which the process noise variance is increased to accelerate the adjustment process, it is preferable to keep the high process noise variance value for as short a duration as possible to restrain the system to converge to short-term characteristics. It is also important to facilitate increases in the value of the process noise variance according to changes in long-term motion dynamics only, so as to maintain overall stabilization performance during shortterm image fluctuations.
In order to compare the proposed Kalman filteringbased image stabilization system to alternatives, it seems reasonable to see the computation load of motion vector integration (MVI) and the stabilization performance of discrete Fourier domain frame position smoothing (DFT-FPS) as benchmarks. MVI, provides means for very fast stabilization due to the simple filtering procedure. While the computational load of the proposed Kalman filtering-based stabilization system is slightly higher than MVI, the Kalman filtering-based stabilizer is still very fast and suited for real-time operation because of the recursive implementation. In terms of stabilization performance, taking into account the removal of fluctuations and preservation of intentional movements, the Kalman filtering-based stabilizer is found to be superior to MVI, since it is based on the principle of frame position smoothing. In terms of computation time, it is not possible to compare the Kalman filtering-based stabilizer to DFT-FPS, as DFT-FPS requires off-line processing for Fourier domain filtering of the absolute frame position signal of the entire sequence. In terms of stabilization performance, however, it can be argued that DFT-FPS accomplishes optimal fluctuation removal and intentional movement preservation due to its processing of the entire sequence. Thus, it is possible to compare the stabilization performance of the Kalman filtering-based stabilizer with the results of the DFT-FPS system, in which case it is seen that the Kalman filtering-based stabilizer accomplishes successful results.
Thus, the proposed stabilizer supports real-time operation, just as MVI, while stabilization is accomplished based on the principle of frame position smoothing, similar to DFT-FPS, thus accomplishing image stabilization with successfully tracked gross camera movements.
Conclusions
An image sequence stabilization system based on Kalman-filtered smoothing of global camera motions has been demonstrated. The global camera motion is defined by constant acceleration motion and constant velocity motion models, and the Kalman filtering is employed to achieve smooth operation. It is demonstrated that the process noise variance has a direct effect on the operation of the stabilizer. A relatively small variance value is shown to provide expanded stabilization with reduced adaptability to changes in motion dynamics, while a relatively large variance value enables close tracking of gross camera movements but at the cost of slightly reduced stabilization capabilities. The constant velocity motion model has shown to respond faster and more accurately to changes in motion dynamics under low process noise variance, and is therefore favored to the constant acceleration motion model, to define the linear dynamic global camera motion system. It is shown that by letting the process noise variance adaptively change according to long-term motion dynamics, it is possible to implement a robust system with enhanced stabilization and gross movement preservation capabilities.
The Kalman filtering-based stabilization system enables real-time utilization and provides a successful performance for fluctuation cancellation and preservation of intentional camera movements.
